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Workplace FAQ’s 

 

What is a gateway placement? 

A gateway placement is a formal arrangement between a school, a student and an employer 
for a student to spend time learning in an employer’s workplace. 

 

How do I find my student a gateway placement? 

You will need to contact local healthcare providers to see if they are interested in giving 
students gateway opportunities.  Note that we do not recommend placements in a dementia 
care unit. 
 

Which assessments require placement? 

Most of our healthcare assessments require a work placement, except for the Anatomy 
assessments.  The following assessments are theory only and do not require placement: 

• 12700  Describe the human cardiovascular systems 

• 12706  Describe the human digestive systems 

• 12713  Describe the integumentary system of the human body 

• 12719  Describe the human musculoskeletal system 

• 12722  Describe the nervous system of the human body 

• 12728  Describe the human respiratory system 

• 12731  Describe the urinary system of the human body 

• 14785  Demonstrate knowledge of diseases and disorders in the human body 

• 23387  Describe the ageing process and its effects on a person’s lifestyle and wellbeing 

• 16870  Describe intellectual disability and the support needs of a person with an 
intellectual disability 

• 16871  Describe physical disability and the support needs of a person with a physical 
disability 
 

Does Kalandra Education Group provide placements for students? 

No, Kalandra Education Group does not provide placements for students.  You will need to find 
a placement for your student with a healthcare provider. 

 

Do assessments that require a placement need to be signed off by a health professional? 

Yes.  The verifications and observations need to be completed by a registered health 
professional within the student’s placement. 

 

Can a registered nurse (e.g. school nurse) sign off practical assessments? 

Yes.  A registered nurse can sign off practical assessments where they have the experience to 
do so.  For example, assessment 20826 Describe infection control requirements in a health or 
wellbeing setting. 


